MK 4 HOOK & LINE KIT
NSN 1385-99-665-5985

MK4 HOOK & LINE
Developed in close cooperation with the British Army, the Mk4 Hook & Line Kit
provides a variety of components for attaching a line to a suspected IED and devices
for anchoring snatch blocks to floors, walls and windows and door frames. Snatch
blocks are self opening to enable IEDs to be maneuvered along complex routes in a
single operation.
The 120m line enables the removal operation to be conducted remotely
A sledge is included with the Mk4 Kit which can be used to improve the
maneuverability of a suspect object on stairs or rough ground and to prevent
snagging at corners.
A telescopic pole which extends to 3m may be used to attach a hook and line
remotely. All components fit into a compact carry case and can easily be carried by
one man leaving one hand free.
Size: 113 x 56 x 40cm
Weight: 25kg
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Kit Contents:
- Pole: Telescopic, 3m extended
- Hook: Single plain tang, 12mm, 25mm, 50mm, gape male thread
- Hook: Double plain tang, 25mm gape male thread
- Hook: Sharp pointed, treble tanged, barbed with eye
- Hook: 25mm and 50mm gape, spring gate, fits telescopic pole
Snatch Block with Jammer Cleat
- Hook holder
- Hook setter
- Screw Eye: Hand screw into wood (x10)
- Line Branch: Clamps to 5.5m line, with eye attachment
- Line: 5.5m diameter, 120m, 750kg, strength, low stretch
- Reel: 300mm diameter, winding handle
- Ring: 25mm diameter, female thread, fits to male thread hooks
- Grip: Spring action, 25mm maximum gape, with steel line and eye
- Grip: Self Grip, adjustable, 25mm maximum jaw gape, 250mm o/a with eye
- Sliding bar clamp
- Snatch Block: Self-opening, maximum load 200 kg, swivel eye (x4)
- Splitter Ball: Use with self-opening snatch blocks, fits 5.5mm line (x2)
- Karabiner: Screw Gate, 18mm gate, 2400kg maximum load (x2)
- Karabiner: Screw Gate, 25mm gate, 2800kg maximum load (x2)
- Shackle: 'D' shape, 13mm gate, 1000kg maximum load
- Piton: N.3 Chisel - Piton: N.4 Chisel - Piton: N.5 Chisel
- Self Adhesive Anchor: 85x85mm, with eye (x10)
- Suction Anchor: Double Pad, 118mm pad diameter, 340mm o/a
- Doorway Anchor: 700 - 1100mm with eyes (x2)
- Belt Sling: 80x1400mm
- Rope Sling: 3mm diameter, 2m, 240kg strength, 4mm diameter, 2m, 390kg strength, 5mm
diameter, 2m, 550kg strength,
- Wire Sling: 1.5mm diameter, 2m, 170kg strength, 2mm diameter, 2m, 340kg strength, 3mm
diameter, 2m, 530kg strength
- Pulling Handle: Grips 5.5m diameter line
- Tools: Compact Set, pocket knife style
- Door Stop Wedge, rubber (x4)
- Seizers, 175mm, self locking
- Sledge, transport, rough terrain
- Hard case with wheels and handles
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